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From The President
Preparations for the 13th AHPS Convention in

conjunction with NAPEX 94 at Arlington, Virginia are in
full swing under the experienced direction of Harlan
Stone. Please mark June 23 to 26 in red on your
calendar. All NAPEX frames are filled and the last word
is that there will be eight Swiss exhibits . We need your
support at NAPEX for the following:

1. Participation in AHPS show-and-tell programs,
either the serious and/or the humorous program (see
March Tell), and the joint AHPS-Italy show-and-tell
program.

2. Harlan and David Durham cannot host the
hospitality table and prepare the souvenir cachet
envelopes by themselves alone . Can you help them?

3. Last, we need a host for the Friday evening social
gathering; otherwise, we have to go to the convention
hotel restaurant.

If you'd like to participate, please send Harlan a note
as soon as possible.

Hearty congratulations are extended to Robert
Gleichenhaus, who writes the "Profile of a Swiss Stamp
Collector" column. Robert was elected to the Director's
Circle of the Smithsonian's National Postal Museum in
Washington . The Director 's Circle, which is the Board of
Directors, is made up of 25 leading citizens from all over
the U.S. Robert is the Philatelic Representative which is
quite an honor.

The AHPS Donation Auction was successfully
completed and, surprisingly, I got two nice lots . Many
thanks to George Struble for taking care of this.
Accordingly, our treasury should be substantially
enriched. Also, thanks to all of you for participating in
one way or another.

This is an election year for AHPS . The By-laws
state that all officers of the Society must be elected
biennially and our last election was in 1992 . The By-laws
further state that "ballots shall be mailed to each member
in good standing . . . by November 1 " and that " a Commit-
tee on Nominations to be appointed in each election year . "
Since we'll have the Annual Convention in June, such a
Committee can discuss nominations with the members
present . I have asked Richard Hall, Charles LaBlonde
and Harlan Stone to serve on this Committee, with
Harlan Stone as chairman . If you have other items which
you feel should be discussed at the annual meeting,
please let me know in advance.

It is interesting to note that both Tell and the SBZ
have changed their format at the same time. I think both
publications have gained in every respect . Until next time
with more good news from AHPS and the stamp collecting
front. . .

Ernest L. Bergman

Book Reviews
Charles J LaBlonde

British Empire Civil Censorship Devices
World War II, Trinidad and Tobago
by R.G . Wike

Often we read in the philatelic press that everything
to be known about World War II has already been
written. I can assure you that this is not at all true, and
Ron Wike proves it again with his book . As I began to
assemble WW II censored covers from Switzerland to
North America many questions about British censorship
became quickly obvious . I heard that the location of use of
all the British censorship labels had never been estab-
lished and published . Then here comes this 80-page book!

The book begins with a brief overview of censorship
then quickly focuses in detail on Trinidad and Tobago.
Table 1 in the book is a very useful flow diagram, showing
how mail moved through the censorship system.

The Trinidad and Tobago material is organized into
hand stamps and labels followed by a special section on
the straight line date on censor labels used in both
Trinidad and Jamaica from April 1941 . Subsequent
sections treat the imperial censorship wax seal, postal
despatch permits, instructional markings, forms, active
service envelopes, US Forces mail, POW mail and security
cancels.

The appendices are exceptional sources of informa-
tion, from the extensive list of references to the 1941 Pan
American Airways timetable map . For me, Appendix H is
worth the entire price of the book many times over.
Appendix H contains the British censor numbers used in
Bermuda, Jamaica and Trinidad . There is even a scarcity
rating for the Trinidad markings and labels.

The book (paperbound), which is a must for collectors
of WW II postal history, is published by the Chavril Press,
Bloomfield, Perth Road, Abernethy, Perth, Scotland PH2
9LW. For £15, you can get one postpaid.

War Dates, 1911–1950
by Theo Van Dam

While we 're on the subject of wars, there is another
new book that is a wealth of valuable information of use
to the postal historian . How many times have you held a
war cover in your hands and wondered how it related to
the events going on in the war at the time it was sent?

Theo Van Dam presents us with 80 pages of " a
geographical and chronological listing of wars, major
campaigns, occupations and newly established nations
before and after World War I and II up to the Korean
war . "

The book (spiral bound to lie open on your desk while
you work on your war covers) is very well organized:
chronologically according to war, campaign within the
war and country within the campaign . The maps are very
helpful as the index.

This exceptional book is published by Theo Van Dam,
Postal Covers, P .O. Box 8809, Anaheim, CA 92812 . Cost
is $12.
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Editor's Comment
Steven S. Weston

This is my third column since my
return as Editor. I will produce only
three more issues after this one . You

need a new editor for 1995! As yet,
no one has contacted me about
assuming this role. It really isn't hard
to do . This column is the only article
I had to type myself. Everything else
came in on computer diskette.

This is the first time I haven' t

totally depleted my inventory of
articles for publication . However, I

still need articles if we're to have
more than a four-page Tell . If it
weren 't for Chuck LaBlonde 's efforts,
that would have happened already.
(Thank you, Chuck!)

Also, will someone translate
some articles in the SBZ and BBZ?

I apologize for the lateness of the
March issue . I sent it to the printer
on time, but failed to notify Dick Hall
to produce the mailing labels . Too
many other things to do!

Roger Heath, a member in
Hawaii, was suffering from Tell
withdrawal so much that he bought
this magazine off the newsstand.
Talk about new editing and a new
format! Roger suggested that "maybe

we can increase our membership with
this kind of cover. "

Fred Pickard sent another follow-
up to my aerogram article (1/94
pp.14-16) . His photocopy of the 1975
private overprint aerogram (#51)
shows one with the Zeppelin LZ 129
in flight (dark blue) and one of the
catastrophe at Lakehurst (purple-
red) . That accounts for two of the four
varieties cited in Zumstein.

4 TELL

Sales of the Luzern "fire"

stamp were poor; only about two
million of the ten million printed
were sold . The public knew that there
was enough money available to
rebuild the bridge from insurance
and a public subscription in Luzern.

Collectors have discovered sev-
eral faults on this stamp (WIII 74) : a
white spot to the left of the tower; a
dark red line on the left edge of the
tower's roof (like a snow-stop) ; a two
color, orange and red, fleck in the "2 . "
Of the last variety, the BBZ asks, "Is

this the first two color plate fault? "

A cumulative index of Tell and
forerunners was last published in
1986. A lot has been written in these
pages since then. It would be great to
have an updated index . Are you inter-
ested? How much would a new index
be worth to you?

If interest warrants, I'll edit and
compose the pages . If the old index
exists on computer disk, I'll convert
it; otherwise, I need a volunteer to
scan it into the computer . Last, but
not least, volunteers would be needed
to compile the citations for the last
ten years of Tell .
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Thanks to all for your your participation in our donation auction . We sold 42 of the 102 lots, and when the rest

of the checks come in, I will be able to send over $1200 to the AHPS treasury . Some late-arriving lots are listed as the

first section of this auction, along with a few repeated ones.
Because it has been six months since our last regular auction, quite a bit of material has piled up . Both consigners

and bidders should be aware that many items not sold in this auction, especially the more common items, will be listed
only once and not repeated in another auction for at least two years . So buyers, if you want it, bid now! And
consigners, set your minimum bids low enough to attract bidders the first time instead of relying on the opportunity
to lower the minimums for a second listing.

For this auction, the Zumstein 1992 Specialized catalog values are converted into dollars at SFr . 1 = $ .70 . Be

aware that the newer Zumstein catalogs have higher prices . Items illustrated above are noted : (Ph).

Please send your bids to : George Struble, 210, 18th St . NE, Salem, OR 97301 . Bids must be received by

June 10, to give me time to close the auction before leaving on a trip . Our next AHPS auction will appear in

the September Tell . Please submit items for that auction by June 1.

Lot Description

	

Value

Donation lots

1 Z. 33 (Sc. 46) 30 ct . F used, with perf faults (Ph)

	

33.25

2 Z. 44-52 (Sc . 60-68) Sitting Helvetia F-VF Mint . 40- and 50-ct hinged, the rest NH .

	

63.00+

Includes 45.2 .06 and 51 .2 .02

3 Z. 135.2A.01 (Sc. 189 var .) "Open 8 " variety . F-VF, MLH

4 Two 1939 covers, with imprints of special events in Basel . Each is franked with Z . 202,
and cancel of Schweiz . Automobil-Post Bureau. Addressed to Eddie Buser.

5 Z . 233Bz .3 .03 (Sc. 257 var .) Retouch 3 . F-VF used . Two short perfs at bottom

	

72.80

6 Z . 248c, 249c, 250c, 251a (Sc . 275-8) VF MNH 1955 mottled print, not to be confused with

	

23 .80

Vergé paper

é 7 Z. 253.2.01 (Sc. 280 var.) "Spider on hammer" VF MNH	 203.00

8 Z. 263 .2 .01 (Sc. 294 var .) color fleck between 1 and O . Creased, o/w VF used

	

70.00

9 Z. 277 .2 .01 (Sc. 308 var .) "Missing spoke" VF MLH

	

105.00

10 Z . 293 .3 .01 retouch VF used, one short perf

	

150.00

11 Z. 253 .2 .02 VF M ; 577.2 .01a & b VF M and used

	

11 .50

12 Z. 471-5 (Sc . 502-6) 1969 Portraits . VF MNH blocks of 4

	

13.00

13 Z. W I 6 (Sc . B6) VF, SON cds (Ph)

	

105.00

245.00
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Value

23 .80

71 .00

35 .70

70 .50

21 .85

40.60

9.00

75.00

Z . W I 44.2 .01 VF used

Z . W I 51 .3 .03 1929 Pro Juv . retouch F-VF MLH, several short perfs

Z . W I 59.3 .01 (Sc. B59 var .) "Pearl" retouch F-VF used

Z . W I 83.3 .01 1937 Pro Juv . retouch VF used

Z. W I 224-7 (Sc . B378-81) 1968 Pro Juv . VF MNH upper left corner blocks of 4 with
Italian and Latin names in margins

19 Z. W II 103-7 (Sc . B303-7) 1961 Pro Patria VF MNH blocks of 4

20 Z. W II 142-5 (Sc . B382-5) 1969 Pro Patria VF MNH corner blocks of 4

21 Mint singles from souvenir sheets : Z. W III 5, 7, 9, 15, 17 ; W I 83I, 84I, 198 ; W II 101 (Sc.
B89a&b, B80a&c, 242a, B130a, B132a, B323a, B297a) . W 111 17 LH ; W III 9 small HR;
the rest are NH

22 Auction 99 included a lot decribed as "Eight PTT Presentation Books : 1973 issues . " In

fact, now that two are sold at $12 each, there are six left . Each contains the 1973 issues

MNH (face about SFr. 15), but what you can't live without is the cute red pocket-size
leatherette folder with PTT insignia on the front and eight clear pockets -- perfect for
taking a few stamps to or from meetings . Available to the first six who write at $12 each.

Rayons
23 Z. 1611 (Sc . 8) 10 Rp. Rayon II Type 30, Stone A2, Pos . LO. cut into at top and along left

frame Ine . Fresh color, no faults . Red P .D. of Fribourg cancel, A&E Gr. 13/A #26, plus pen

stroke . Zeigler certif. Min. bid $70 (Ph)

24 Z. 16II (Sc. 8) Type 15, Stone D, Pos . RO Three good margins, cut into at right, no other

faults . Bright yellow shade . Black fed . grill cancel . Zeigler certif. Min . bid $50 (Ph)

25 Z. 16II (Sc . 8) Type 20, Stone E, Pos . LU. Small margins on all four sides, tiny thin spot
lower right, fresh color, no other faults . Initialed by von der Weid in pencil . Large black

P.P. cancel, A&E Gr. 12 #215 . Zeigler certif. Min . bid $80 (Ph)

26 Z. 20 .1 .01 (Sc. 12) Rayon III, very thin paper variety . Plate UMII, Type 5 . Four wide
margins, extra fine with fed . grill cancel . Min. bid $150 (Ph)

Strubels
27 Z. 23Ab (Sc . 16) light blue shade . VF, almost four full frame lines . Nice Lausanne cancel

AW 6038 1855 . Min. bid $15

28 Z. 24B (Sc. 22) Four full margins . Lightly canceled. Min. bid $30 (Ph)

29 Z. 25B.a (Sc. 23) 20 Rp . Strubel yellow-orange . Two+ frame lines . Grill cancel . Min. $35

30 Z. 25B.b (Sc . 23) 20 Rp . orange yellow. Two+ frame lines, superbly embossed . Grill

cancel, no faults . Min. bid $60

31 Z. 23Cd (Sc . 26) 3 good margins, frame line cut into at left . Light Lausanne cancel AW

6076 . Min. bid $15 (Ph)

32 Z. 23Cd (Sc . 26) Lower sheet margin copy with four wide margins . Variety: left and top
frame lines mostly missing . Lightly canceled. Min. bid $20

33 Z. 27C (Sc. 30) 1 Fr . Two full frame lines . Thin spot . Basel cds . Min. bid $125

34 Z . 22D (Sc. 25) 5 Rp. Two full frame lines, shows plate wear. Glarus cancel A&E #5072.

Min. bid $18

35 Z . 22Ga (Sc. 36) Deep color, excellent cut with four frame lines . Light 1862 cancel . Min.

bid $10

36 Z . 24G (Sc . 38) Four wide margins, neat SON Chaux de Fonds 1861 cds . Min. bid $30

37 Z. 24G (Sc . 38) VF, with four full frame lines, neat CHUR 6 MAI 61 cds . Min. bid $25

38 Z: 24Ga (Sc. 38) One complete frame line, most of two others . Very clear SON BASEL
BRIEFEXPEDITION cancel . Min. bid $25

39 Z. 24Ga .1 .01 (Sc. 38 var) 15 Rp . with color in point of shield . Almost four frame lines.
Neat SON cds cancel . Min. bid $51 (Ph)

280.00

133.00

133.00

343.00

35.00

91 .00

147.00

133.00

35.00

35.00+

770 .00

31 .50

18 .90

52 .50

52 .50

63 .00

80 .50
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Lot Description

	

Value

40 Z. 25Gc (Sc. 39) 20 Rp. Pale orange yellow . Almost four full frame lines, tiny thin . Zürich

	

77 .00

cds. Min. bid $30

41 Z. 26G (Sc . 40) VF, with bright color, four frame lines . Light VEVEY cds. Min. bid $40

	

70.00

Sitting Helvetia
42 Perforated Sitting Helvetia Z . 28//48 (Sc . 41//64) 96 stamps, various shades and cancels .

	

700.00

Many F-VF. Min. bid $5

43 Z. 33 .a (Sc. 46) 10 Ct . scarlet vermilion VF, SON Geneve cancel, A&E #6007 Min . bid $13

	

38.50

44 Z. 34 (Sc. 47) F MH, small thin. Nice color. Min. bid $130

	

1120 .00

45 Z. 34 (Sc. 47) VF centering, light cds. Min. bid $20

	

57.40

46 Z. 35 (Sc . 48) F M HR. Min. bid $150 (Ph)

	

700.00

47 Z. 35 (Sc. 48) F, Zürich 16 July 65 cds. Min. bid $50

	

175.00

48 Z . 36.b (Sc . 50) 1 fr . golden, unterdruck orange . F-VF, two halves of cds cancels . Min. $65

	

192.50

49 Z . 39.a (Sc. 54) 15 Ct . yellow. F-VF, SON RAGAZ cancel . Min. bid $10

	

32.90

50 Z. 39.b (Sc . 54) 15 Ct . pale yellow. VF, BULACH cds . Min. bid $10

	

29.40

51 Z. 44-52 (Sc . 60-68) F-VF M ; several have HR. Min. bid $15

	

49.00

52 Z. 44-52 Unused, group of 55, various numbers and shades of each . Includes #47 Ausser

	

203.00

Kurs . Condition varies, but many are F-VF . Min. bid $25

53 Z. 47 (Sc . 63) F with "a lightly blunt perforation" at bottom. Wattwyl 17 .VIII .82 cancel .

	

350.00

Liniger certif. : "The cancellation is genuine and from the original cancel . " Min. bid $75

54 Z. 51 (Sc . 67) 50-cent . Perfs into design at bottom, close left . "Clear cancellation . . .N

	

437.50

STADT . . .APR 82 from one of those special obliterators used at that time in railway

stations. It is genuine . " signed and Liniger certif. Min. bid $110 (Ph)

55 Z. 52 (Sc. 68) Missing LR corner perf. Genève 29 .I .82 cancel . Liniger certif. : "This

	

1050.00

somewhat unclear obliteration does come from the original obliterator in use in Geneva

Rive at the time, and is genuine . " Min. bid $150

Cross and Numerals
56 Cross and Numerals used . About 740 stamps Z . 58A//84 (Sc . 69-117) sorted into glassines .

	

480.00

Mixed condition, but many F-VF. Variety of shades and cancels . Min. bid $50

57 Z. 55 (Sc . 79) 10-ct . pink . F-VF, cds, small crease lower right corner . Min. bid $25

	

84.00

58 Z. 56 (Sc . 80) 12-ct . ultramarine . F-VF, cds . Min. bid $10

	

28.00

59 Z . 57 (Sc . 81) 15-ct . yellow. F-VF, light clean RENAN cds . Min. bid $90

	

308.00

60 Z . 64A (Sc . 76) 15-ct . lilac F M, HR. Min. bid $50

	

168.00

Standing Helvetia
61 193 used stamps Z . 66A//99A (Sc . 82//124) Many F-VF, with various cancels and shades .

	

1320.00

Min. bid $100

62 Z. 67A.c (Sc . 83) 25 Ct . blue green "clear print " F, partial cds cancel . Min. bid $9

	

31 .50

63 Z. 69A.b (Sc . 84) 40 Ct . light gray . F, cds, cancel . Min. bid $9

	

42 .00

64 Z. 69A.c (Sc. 84) 40 Ct . dark grey used. VF centered, a couple short perfs . Min. bid $13

	

35 .00

65 Z. 70A.c (Sc. 86) 50 Ct. deep blue F mint, no gum . Min. bid $18

	

192 .50

66 Z. 70A.d (Sc . 86) 50 Ct . bright deep blue ( "satter druck" ) . F-VF, Basel box cancel . Min. $10

	

31 .50

67 Z. 67B .a (Sc. 90) 25 Ct . green. All perfs excellent, a small perf. thin. F mint, OG. Min. $30

	

157.50

68 Z. 69B (Sc. 91) 40 et . gray. Two short perfs, corner perf. crease, F-VF, blurred VEVEY cds .

	

805.00

Min. bid $170

69 Z. 70B (Sc. 92) 50 Ct . blue, VF, cds . Min . bid $90

	

332.50

70 Z. 71B (Sc. 93) 1 fr . lilac. F-VF, SON St . Gallen cds . Min. bid $42

	

87.50

71 Z. 69C F, boxed cancel . Min . bid $25

	

119.00
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Lot Description

	

Value

72 Z. 72E.b (Sc . 88B) 3 fr . yellow brown . F-VF MLH, with minute thin at top (the owner says

	

252.00
-- I don 't see it) . Min. bid $42

73 Z. 89A (Sc . 108A) 40-ct . gray VF, unclear box cancel . Min. bid $50

	

175.00

74 Z. 89A (Sc . 108a) VF used. Min. bid $50

	

175.00

75 Z. 97Aa (Sc. 122) 40-ct . light gray. F used, with several short perfs . Min. bid $10

	

40.25

UPU, more modern stamps
76 Z. 77-79A (Sc . 98-100) F-VF MNH Min . bid $75

	

113 .75

77 Z. 101-15 (Sc. 126-36, 136a, 139, 141, 144-5) Tell's son in frame, Helvetia bust, Helvetia

	

366 .00
with sword . F-VF, MNH . Min. bid $150

78 Z. 115z (Sc. 144a) F-VF block of 4 with neat single central cancel . Min. bid $42

	

122 .50

79 Z. 126I (Sc . 167a) William Tell, low crossbar in H. VF used . Min. bid $14

	

35 .00

80 Z. 131 (Sc . 184) 10 Fr. purple . VF MLH. Min . bid $90

	

367 .50

81 Z. 135.2A.01 (Sc. 189 var .) 80/70-ct ., broken 8. F-VF, M HR. Signed Rellstab. Min. $125

	

245 .00

82 Z. 142 (Sc . 182) 3 Fr. red. VF MNH Min . bid $175

	

367.50

83 Z. 142 (Sc . 182) VF, M HR . Min . bid $90

	

367.50

84 Z. 167A.II, 168B .II MNH VF corner copies with margins, plus 167A .II, 168B .II, 168B .1 .09

	

24.85
F-VF with cds (Sc . 204-5 var .) 1924 UPU. Min. bid $12

85 Z. 177 (Sc . 209) 3 Fr . brown. F-VF MNH Min . bid $115

	

168.00

86 Z. 179 (Sc. 185) 10 Fr . green F-VF MLH Min . bid $180

	

647.50

87 Z . 179 (Sc. 185) F, with a couple of short perfs, neat SON cds . Min. bid $17

	

56 .00

88 Z . 185-90 (Sc. 210-215) 1932 Disarmament Conf. VF MNH Min . bid $70

	

126 .00

89 Z . 205y (Sc . 232 var .) 20 ct . VF MNH Min . bid $125

	

262 .50

90 Z . 218v (Sc . 246) 10 Fr. green VF, clean SON cds Min. bid $14

	

42 .00

91 Z. 262-74 (Sc. 293-305) Pax VF MNH Min. bid $475

	

647 .50

92 Z. 297-308 (incl . 301A) (Sc . 328-39) 1949 definitives F-VF MNH Min . bid $13

	

31 .50

Airpost
93 Z. F7 (Sc . C7) 40-ct . VF M HR Min . bid $20

	

45 .50

94 Z. F9 (Sc . C9) 50-ct . VF MLH Min. bid $12

	

42 .00

95 Z. F11 (Sc . C11) 75-ct . VF MLH Min. bid $16

	

43 .75

96 Z. F11 (Sc . C11) VF, corner cds . Min. bid $40

	

77.00

97 Z. F15 (Sc . C14) 40-ct . F-VF, neat cds . Min. bid $50

	

122.50

98 Z. F41 (Sc . C41) 1946 Pro Aero VF M HR Min . bid $14

	

31 .50

99 Z. F45 (Sc . C45) VF MLH Min . bid $16

	

42.00

Pro Juventute, Pro Patria . ..
100 Z. W I I-III Pro Juventute 1912 fore-runners . MH Very fresh, excellent perfs, F-

	

1069.00
VF centering. Min. bid $375 (Ph)

101 Z. W I 1-3 (Sc. B1-3) 1913-15 Pro Juv . F-VF MNH Min . bid $215

	

384.00

102 Z. W I 4-6 (Sc. B4-6) 1916 Pro Juv . VF MNH Min . bid $130

	

245.00

103 Z. W I 4 (Sc . B4) VF, with neat corner cancel . Min. bid $18 (Ph)

	

52 .50

104 Z. W I 7-9 (Sc. B7-9) 1917 Pro Juv . VF MNH Min . bid $65

	

119.00

105 Z. W 110 (Sc . B10) 1918 Pro Juv. F-VF M HR Min. bid $10

	

35.00

106 Z. W I 12-14 (Sc . B12-14) 1919 Pro Juv . VF MNH Min . bid $11 .50

	

31 .50

107 Z. W I 15-17 (Sc . B15-17) 1920 Pro Juv . VF MNH Min . bid $13

	

31 .50

108 Z. W I 18-20 (Sc . B18-20) 1921 Pro Juv . VF MNH Min . bid $12 .50

	

28.00

109 Z. W I 21-28 (Sc . B21-28) 1922-23 Pro Juv . F-VF MNH Min. bid $24

	

52.50
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Lot Description

	

Value

110 Z. WI133-37 W II 46-50 (Sc. B191-200) 1950 Pro Juv. & Pro Patria VF MNH Min . $17.50

	

45.50

111 Z. W II 51-55 (Sc . B201-205) 1951 Pro Patria VF MNH Min . bid $11 .50

	

29.75

112 Z. W III 8 (Sc . B80) 1936 Herdsman sheet, fresh, NH, 1 .3(11 .36 neat Zürich cancel . Min .

	

262.50

bid $145

113 Z. III 11 (Sc. 242) 1938 Aarau sheet, with SON Exposition cancel on piece . Slightly cut at

	

42.00

bottom. Min . bid $15

114 Z. W III 14 (Sc. B131) 1943 Zürich sheet . VF MH Min . bid $35

	

87.50

115 Z. W III 16 (Sc. B130) 1943 "Luxusbogen" VF MNH Min . bid $50

	

84.00

116 Z. W III 18 (Sc. B132) 1943 Geneva sheet VF MNH Min . bid $40

	

77.00

117 Z. W III 23 (Sc. B144) Basel Dove sheet VF MNH Min . bid $60

	

140.00

118 Z. W III 31 (Sc. B178) 1948 IMABA sheet VF MH Min. bid $35

	

112.00

119 Z. W III 35 (Sc. 352a) 1955 Lausanne sheet VF MNH Min . bid $69

	

133 .00

120 Z. W III 38 (Sc. 371a) 1959 St. Gallen sheet VF MH Min . bid $14

	

21 .00

International Agencies
121 Z. D IV 29 (Sc . 3031) Int'1 . Labor Office 5 Fr. VF used Min. bid $81

	

126.00

122 Z. D IV 81-83 (Sc. 3080-82) 3 - 10 Fr. VF used Min. bid $20

	

50.40

123 Z. D IV 84-89, 91-94 (Sc . 3083-88, 90-93) 1950 issue F-VF used, except 25-ct . perfs. cut at

	

128.45

right Min. bid $49

124 Z. D IV 84, 88, 90-91, 93 (Sc . 3083, 87, 89-90, 92) all with 2A.02 variety VF used Min . $45

	

150 .00

125 Z. D V 23-28 (Sc . 4023-28) BIE 1948 Landscapes VF MNH, with tabs . Min. bid $10

	

24.50

126 Z. D V 29-39 (Sc . 4029-39) BIE 1950 VF M LH Min. bid $26

	

77.00

127 Z. D VI 1-5 (Sc . 501-5) OMS 1948 VF used . Min. bid $15

	

28.00

128 Z. D VI 6-25 (Sc . 506-25) WHO 1948-50 F-VF (most VF) MNH, with tabs . Min. bid $140

	

315.00

129 Z. D VI 23-25 (Sc. 5023-25) 3 - 10 Fr. VF used . Min. bid $65

	

154.00

130 UN Geneva 1969-77, 1979-81 issues MNH in annual souvenir folders . Min . bid $25

Covers
131 Z. 31 and 32 (Sc. 44 and 45) on folded sheet Zürich to Intra Min. bid $105

132 Z. 32 and 41 (Sc. 45 and 56) on clean 1872 Ph Suchard cover. Min. bid $145

133 Z. 40 (Sc . 55) Perfin "PS" on cover Neuchatel to Palatinate, backstamp Ph. Suchard Min.

bid $12

134 Z . 67Aa (Sc. 83) on cover Neuchatel to Budapest Min . bid $10

	

17 .50

135 Z. 70A (Sc . 86) on cover Neuchatel to Pfalz . Min. bid $40

	

77 .00

136 Z. F15 (probably F15z) (Sc . C14a) air cover 1935 Genève to England . Cover is wrinkled,
slightly affecting the stamp . Min. bid $40

137 Luftpost-Handbuch SF23 .3a Special military flight from Chur 30.IX.23 . Franked with
Z.F5-6, 148II (Sc . C5-6, 195). Clean registered cover . Stamps cat . $83.00; the cover
Luftpost-HB $42 . Min. bid $70

138 Luftpost-Handbuch SF 24 .4b Official card . 29.V.1924 Min. bid $21

139 SF 25 .9b official card . 18 .X.25 Min . bid $9 .75

140 SF 26 .1a Zürich-Stuttgart Postal card franked with Z . F5 Luftpost-HB

	

420 .00

141 RF 26.4h Basel-Köln franked with 2 x F3 . Min. bid $450 Luftpost-HB

	

875 .00

142 RF27 .6a Flight 8 .VIII .27 Basel-St . Gallen, franked with Z . F3 (Sc . C3) . Clean cover. Min .

	

24 .50

bid $16 Luftpost-HB

143 RF 28.9d 14 .V.28 on postcard view of Le Locle . Franked with Z . F5 Min . bid $20

144 RF 29.1e Genève - Montluçon Min . bid $100 Luftpost-HB

	

245 .00

145 RF 29.1f Flight Geneve-Montluçon (and train to Bordeaux) franked with Z . F5 + 124 (Sc .

	

227 .50

C5 and 150) Min . bid $95 Luftpost-HB
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Lot Description

146 SF 30.7a 14.IX.30 Zeppelin Genève - Zürich . Franked with 75-ct . air Z. F11 (Sc.
C11) Min. bid $50

147 RF 34 .2b Flight 1 .V.34 Basel-Frankfurt, franked with Z . F5 and 183 (Sc . C5 and 161)
Min. bid $44 Luftpost-HB

148 RF 37 .2a Flight St. Gallen-Munich, franked with Z . F25 (Sc . C25) Clean cover. Min. bid
$44 Luftpost-HB

149 RF 37.4b Flight 11 .V.37 Zürich-Prague, franked with Z . F25 (Sc . C25) Clean cover . Min.
bid $35 Luftpost-HB

150 Z . W I 153-7 (Sc . B237-41) 1954 Pro Juv . Cacheted unaddressed FDC Min . bid $30

151 Z. W II 1 (Sc. B90) FDC on Postal card 108 to China "via Siberia" Min . bid $50

152 Z. W II 61-65 (Sc . B222-6) 1953 Pro Patria FDC to New York . Min. bid $27

153 Z. W II 66-70 (Sc . B232-6) 1954 Pro Patria Unaddressed FDC (French cancel) Min . $33

154 Z. W II 71-75 (Sc . B242-6) 1955 Pro Patria Cacheted unaddressed FDC . Min. bid $35

155 Z. W II 81-85 (Sc . B262-66) 1957 Pro Patria Cacheted unaddressed FDC. Min. bid $18

156 Two special flight covers : (1) First Swissair DC-10 Genève - Kinshasa 19 .7 .73, (2) 50th
anniv . flight Genève - Praha 26 .10.73, both franked with ITU stamps: Z . D IX 2, 7, 8 . Min.
bid $10 Gaines

Miscellaneous
157 Unused, face value over Fr . 30. Semi-postals, regular and commems . 1930s to 1950s.

Some have thins, creases, or no gum. Min. bid $12

158 UN Souvenir card collection: cards 2-16, 18-21 (1972-82) . All carry a UN-Geneva stamp
and first-day postmark . Original cost over $25 . Min. bid $10

AHPS Donation Auction 99
Prices Realized

Value

122.50

105.00

87 .50

77.00

105.00

63.00

77.00

87.50

45.50

28 .00

Postmark Pursuit continued on page 12
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Were Gratis
Labels Put on
Official Swiss
Cards?
Ernst M. Cohn

Both sides of the card sent to France.

The Berner Briefmarken Zeitung,
December 1992, contains a full-page
ad by its publisher, Zumstein & Cie .,
for a cover and a postal card, both
used during the Franco-Prussian War
of 1870/71 . My attention was aroused
by the postal card shown above, an
official Swiss card with a "Gratis . "
label tied by a circular date stamp,
"BERN/11.II.71 X- / BRIEFEXPED."
The official card, second issue (with
"Contr .-N°", top left), cost SFr. 3750,
including a certificate and described
as "RRR . " The address and message
are not visible in the illustration.

Gratis labels, distributed to
French soldiers interned in Switzer-
land in 1871, were intended to assure
free correspondence . They were not to
be postmarked, but such accidents
did happen. Yet why would an official
card have that label affixed and
canceled?

Zumstein answered my inquiry
with assurances that the card was
genuine and that such cards "were
officially (von Amtes wegen) given to
internees because the post office had
no other material available at that
time and the official(ly issued) postal
cards with an imprinted value could
not be used because the mailing was
franco . "

Zumstein sent photocopies of two
similar cards without the "Contr .-N°"
on top. Both originated from St .Gal-
len and have a gratis label affixed.
One card's label is tied by a small,
French-type, framed "PD . " "PD " also
appears on the other card, evidently
struck by the same device because it
shows a characteristic break in the
frame under the "D . " (According to

Volume I of the Großes Handbuch. der
Abstemnplungen auf Schweizer
Marken 1843-1907 this is apparently
not a St .Gallen cancel type.)

On the address side, both cards
bear the cds "St .GALLEN / 8 .II .71 /
BRIEFEXPED ." The text side of one
card shows an arrival cds of the 15th

at Dol-de-Bretagne (Ille et Villaine)
in France ; the other has a train mark,
"GENEVE—CULOZ /11 .11 .71 .45 " and
an arrival cds "NEUCHATEL /
13.II .71 / LT.EX."

The handwriting on the address
side of both cards is similar and the
handwriting on the message side of
both cards is similar . However, the
handwriting on the address sides is
distinctly different from that on the
message sides . One might say the two
addresses were very carefully written
by someone not used to much writing,
whereas the message text on both

cards was done quite legibly by a
practiced writer. Surprisingly, the
one who wrote to France instructed
the recipient to respond to soldat, a
simple soldier. (Many French soldiers
of that time did not know how to
write and most others wrote quite
poorly.) The other writer, sending a
change of address notice to "the

Members of the Committee (Swiss) "

at Neuchâtel, did not specify his
grade.

Swiss friends tell me that these
cards were used for all sorts of
purposes, so why not by French
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Both sides of the card sent to Neuchâtel.

internees? Nevertheless, the three
cards shown here raise some doubts.
For example, it is said that there was
no other stationery to be handed out
to the internees . Were there no blank
sheets or card forms (before the
official text was printed on them)?
Could that broken-frame "PD" be
from St.Gallen after all? If not, what
is its origin, considering one card was
sent to Switzerland and the other to
France? Was it customary to have
"PD" used within Switzerland,

whereas in France it was normally
used only for mail sent abroad? And
what about the differences in the
handwriting on the front and back of
these two cards?

It must be remembered that this
kind of souvenir was quite common in
France and is on the market even
today. I have published lists of
Maurarities (Maury's rarities) and
proven that certain highly priced
French covers and cards of that
period are bogus, some old, some new.

Not inconceivably, enterprising
Swiss philatelists may have emulated
French colleagues. Perhaps someone
experienced in Swiss postal history
will take a close look at these and
similar cards?

Postmark Pursuit
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Seller Beware!
Richard H. Barton

At the 1993 AHPS Convention in
Denver, I heard about an member's
unpleasant experience with a Swiss
stamp auction house. I pursued this
issue because four years earlier I had
heard of another bad experience with
the same firm. Asking around, I
found two more members who had
unhappy dealings with this firm.

This auction firm appears unethi-
cal in its role of representing the
seller. If true, this firm will not
remain in business for long . The
philatelic community is close and
willingly passes on information about
unethical practices.

I have learned the problem is the
manner in which the auction house
breaks the seller's material into lots.
Here, the integrity of the firm be-
comes paramount. If the firm favors
buyers, they will offer the seller's
material as a single lot keeping any
high value items in the lot . Then they
tell a preferred buyer to examine the
lot . The buyer gets the lot at a low
price, pulls out the high value items
and remainders the lot in a later
auction . The auction firm sells the
material twice (doubling their com-
mission) and may even get a kickback
from the buyer; and they receive
preferential treatment from the
buyer in other dealings.

The convention story concerned
an auction consignment of 13 items
with catalogue values of $100 to
$6000, and a total value of 38,000
SFr. The member had received third
party auction realization estimate of
$6,255. About three months before
the auction, the seller sent the auc-
tion firm a list of the items . Within a
week he received a letter of interest,
the conditions of sale, and the com-
mission charge . A month later the
stamps were consigned . He received
a letter stating, "we are glad to
inform you that some of these posi-
tions can be offered as single lots, the
remaining stamps will be included as
one lot . Some of your items are not in
perfect quality, therefore we have
grouped them together as one lot . "

Imagine the seller's surprise
when he received the actual listing

two weeks later . It showed only two
lots and a note saying, "We regret
very much to inform you that we
could only offer one stamp as a single
lot . All the other positions are, due to
quality reasons after the opinion of
our experts, not good enough for
single lots . Your stamps arrived too
late for the main catalogue ; they will
be offered in the supplement . " The
estimated sales price was 1500 SFr to
2500 SFr, or about 20% of the third
party estimate.

The seller notified the auction
house, by telephone and registered
letter, to withdraw the stamps . In
response, they sent an invoice billing
him for his own stamps, plus extra
charges . They said the catalogue had
already been printed and they bought
the stamps back for him. The
purchase price was 3500 SFr . To add
insult to injury, the auction house not
only charged him the 12% commis-
sion, but added an 18% buyer's
premium.

The result is that the seller spent
$764 to get his stamps back . This
covered the sales commission, the
value added tax, postage and insur-
ance. It could have been much worse.
The auction house could have had one
of their buyers bid up the lots to
higher levels . Since they sold at 1000
SFr over the top of the estimated
range, this may have occurred.

Legal remedies are few . Swiss

law is not favorable to the seller . One
member, a capable lawyer, was taken
by the same firm and after evaluating
the legal options for redress, decided
that it was not worth pursuing.

Before you select a firm to sell
your treasures, there are a few steps
you should take to prevent unpleas-
ant surprises . Decide how to best sell
your items. AHPS circuit books and
the AHPS auction are available to
members . You can be assured that
you will be well treated. Circuit books
are great for items priced under $25
and items difficult to describe in an
auction catalogue . You set the price
in the circuit books, whereas an
auction price is variable and the price
realized may not meet your expecta-
tions. (I have had reputable auction
houses sell my items for less than my
designated minimum bids and one

sold an item outside the auction at
my minimum!)

If you choose to sell your stamps
at an auction, check with other AHPS
members to find out which firms they
would recommend. Then get a few
copies of prior catalogues and prices
realized. How do listed items com-
pare to what you have for sale? Some
firms deal only with top quality, high
value items; others deal in off-qual-
ity, low-value items ; and a few firms
deal in pure trash. Select a firm that
is compatible with your offerings . If
your items are not top quality, the

high quality firm will lump your
stamps together into a single lot.
Carefully identify and describe your
material . Send your description to
several firms and, if possible, photo-
copies of selected items and any
certificates . Ask the firm if they
would be interested in your
consignment, how they would propose listing
them, their start prices, and if they
could provide an estimate of realiza-
tion. Then send the stamps and ask
for a final proposal . If possible, do not
consign your material until you have
received this information. Perhaps
some of our members with positive
auction sales experiences will offer
their advice to reduce the chances of
getting only trash for your treasures.

Sellers often overrate the unique-
ness and condition of their items.
Auction firms make money by selling
large volume at the best price . Low
value and off quality items will
usually be lumped together and sold
as a single lot with a start price of
about 10% of catalogue value . Items
over 200 SFr. in excellent condition
without fault will generally be listed
separately. Items that catalogue over
1000 SFr. may be listed separately
even with minor flaws.

At some time you, or your heirs,
will have to sell your collection . This

should be done with as much care as
you 've taken building your collection.
If you are realistic, and make the
effort to sell correctly and intelli-
gently, you'll have the satisfaction of
knowing that your treasures will be
treasured by someone else . But
always remember,

Seller Beware!
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New Registered Mail Labels
Charles J. LaBlonde

Editor's Note : The new bar-coded R-labels are 5 x 2 cm in size with a self-
adhesive backing. The " R" is preprinted using grey ink . The bar-code and

remaining text are printed using black xerographic toner (with a laser
printer or photocopier) . Bar-codes only encode numeric information.
Judging from the length of the bar-code, the PLZ and the registration

number are encoded.

With no fanfare, the PTT started
making all black registered mail
labels, instead of the familiar red " R"

with a black number . There is really
no way to determine the first day of
the new labels. It seems that post
offices will get the new labels when
they run out of the current stock.
Since Tell is not in color, you will
need to trust me on the illustrations.

One of the first post offices to use
the new labels was Chene-Bourg in
the Canton of Geneva . When the old
labels ran out, interim labels, printed
with a rubber stamp, were in use for
a while (Figure 1), then the black
labels appeared (Figure 2).

New post offices start with the all
black labels from opening day . Shown
in Figure 3 is a cover from the new
post office at the ZÜSPA show area in
Zürich . This is an interesting little
post office, by the way, worthy of a
visit when in Zürich . It's open during
events only . The ZÜSPA auxiliary
marking is used only during the
ZÜSPA show.

Later. .. The entire area of R-
labels is evolving more rapidly than
we can keep the information current.
Since the remarks above were pre-
pared, new facts have come to light.

The Swiss PTT publishes an
official PTT Amtsblatt nearly every
week that contains announcements of
new cancels, closed post offices, work
positions available, post office holiday
hours and much, much more . Now we
have learned that the PTT also
publishes an internal Amtsblatt
which Michael Rutherfoord charac-
terizes as "not really secret, but
seldom seen . "

Section 137 of the 1994 internal
Amtsblatt announced new bar-coded
R-labels for foreign mail only, effec-
tive March 1, 1994 (see Figure 4) . Our
bar code experts are still trying to
decipher exactly what the labels
encode . Any helpers out there?

The announcement directs old
labels should continue to be used for
domestic mail . As the familiar red
ones are used up, they will be re-
placed with the all-black labels as
noted above . Many more all-black
labels are showing up daily.
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A Revealing Postal History Cover Harlan F. Stone

Postage due of 55 centesimi for a letter going from
Switzerland to Rome in the Papal States? The usual
amount on a letter up to 10 grams was only 20c . But then

it becomes evident, from the "Suisse-Amb . M . Cenis "
railroad postmark in red at the lower right, that this
letter went via France instead of Italy, the direct and less
expensive route . Still, 55c seems very high, considering
the 30 centimes already paid.

The mailer in Geneva on October 29, 1868, had two
options: 35c in Swiss postage to send the letter through
Italy to the border of the Papal States (under the Swiss-
Italian treaty effective July 1, 1862), or 70c to send the
letter through France all the way to its destination within
the Papal States (under the Swiss-French treaty effective
October 1, 1865).

But the writer affixed only 30c, a deficiency of 5c for
the Italian route . Since neither Switzerland nor Italy had
a postal treaty with the Papal States, there wasn 't any
way either could collect the 5c due from the recipient.

The Geneva post office, realizing that France had a
postal treaty with Italy (signed with Sardinia, Italy's
predecessor, on September 4, 1860) and with the Papal

States (signed on April 1, 1853), routed the underpaid
letter through France for delivery and collection of the
postage due.

The twice-as-expensive French rate comprised 15c for
Switzerland, 35c for France and the usual 20c for the
Papal States (the Swiss, French and church "cent" all
being equal in value) . France accepted the letter as
prepaid to its border, crediting Switzerland with 15c of
the 30c partial payment . However, France's policy was
not to accept partial payment of its charge . Since the
remaining 15c prepayment was insufficient to cover the
35c French share, France charged the recipient the full
35c as unpaid . On top of that, France added the 20c for
the Papal States, making the very unusual total of 55c
still due.

Here, on a single cover, are reflected the postal
relations — and lack of relations — among four postal

organizations: Switzerland, Italy, France and the Papal
States.

It all worked out. The letter reached Rome on
November 1, where it received a backstamp on arrival.
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World War II — One More Time

	

Charles J. LaBlonde

Part 2: World War II Mail Between Switzerland and the USA, 1940/41

What follows is another letter
from the World War II correspon-
dence file recently discovered in the
PTT Library and mentioned in the
last Tell. This letter was written by
the PTT Postal Connection Section in
response to an inquiry about the flow
of mail to the USA and Canada . The
PTT answered many complaints
( " inquiries ") about the lack of mail
connectivity during the early days of
the war. The letter is a perfect follow-
on to the three letters, published in
the last Tell, about ship schedules
between Italy and North America.
The entire letter was published in
Postgeschichte, December 1993, by
Roland Kohl . It is an excellent sum-
mary of postal connectivity from the
start of the war to mid-1941.

Mr. O. Etter
Riedtlistr . 68
Zürich 6

17.II .1941 4201 .13 .2 24 .I1 .1941

Postal Traffic with the USA

In response to your inquiry of 17
February 1941, we are happy to
report the following . During the first
five months of 1940, until Italy
entered the war, letters to the USA
via surface means have been sent by
way of Italy (Naples or Genoa) . Each
month four to six sailings have taken
place with both Italian and American
ships. Normally the crossing takes
eight or nine days but one must
remember that the British remove
most of the mail at Gibraltar for
examination, then put it back on the
next available ship or the one follow-
ing that . Also to note is that on 4 May
airmail letters and postcards to the
USA were sent by air Locarno—Barce-
lona, from there by train to Lisbon,
then loaded on a 7 May Italian ship.
On 22 June many letters and pack-
ages were loaded in Naples on an
American ship returning to the USA.

Effective 9 June regular sea mail
service became available between
Lisbon and New York using American
ships . Because the normal rail service

from Geneva to Lisbon was not yet
available, international mail

destined to be put on a ship in Lisbon was
sent from Rome to Barcelona by air
(only letters and postcards with
payment of a 10 rappen surcharge per 20
grams). On 10 July for the first time
the mail could be sent via the entire
land connection France—Spain—Portu-
gal . Since then we have used this
route exclusively for properly franked
mail . Every week an American ship
sails from Lisbon to make the cross-
ing in eight to nine days . Except for
some mailbags of printed matter, all
mail must be off-loaded in Bermuda
and turned over to the British cen-
sors. This results in a one to three
week delay. Added with the unpre-
dictable rail connections from Geneva
to Lisbon, this gives a total time
enroute of four to six weeks in either
direction. [Figure 1 .]

Figure 1 . Normal letter from Zürich to New
York . Posted 22 .1 .41, no arrival marking.

Transit : land, France-Spain-Portugal ; from
Lisbon with an American ship ; censored in
Bermuda. Postage : 50c for foreign letter between
20 and 40 grams.

At the request of the sender,
letters to be sent by ship from Lisbon
can be sent by air from Stuttgart or
Rome to Barcelona and Lisbon for a
surcharge of 10 rappen per 20 grams.
The air route all the way to Lisbon is
not yet possible due to the lowsurcharge.

To send correctly franked airmail
from Switzerland to the USA, the air
route Rome—Barcelona—Madrid—Lis-
bon (Ala Littoria) has been used since
the beginning of 1940 . In Lisbon the
bags of airmail packed in Chiasso are
put on the Transatlantic Line FAM

18 Lisbon—New York (Pan American

Airways) . The flights normally take
place twice weekly (from Lisbon
Sunday and Wednesday, from New
York Monday and Thursday). In the
winter months there have been many
delays that the postal customers have
been required to endure . The
problems, which reappeared this winter,
are not due to the Switzerland—Lis-
bon stretch, but rather due to the
very irregular service of the Clippers
caused by North Atlantic weather.
Added to the weather delays is the
fact that all mail must be unloaded in
Bermuda for the British censors, then
reloaded for the next flight.

To avoid this delay, we made an
agreement last January with the
Italians to route North American
mail, when requested in writing by
the sender, via Rome to Recife (Rio de
Janeiro) on the Italian carrier LATI.
There it connects with the Pan Am
flight Recife—New York. Letters de-
parting the Airport Rome-Geridonia
on Thursday should be in New York
the following Thursday. The extraor-
dinary postage surcharge for this
service was originally 4 .20 francs per
5 grams. It was raised another 30
rappen on 1 January 1941.

According to a letter from the US
Post Office Department dated 12
May, mail delays are also being
caused by the necessary radio silence
of ships of the warring countries . To
fix this, the US proposes to have its
Coast Guard ships provide weather
broadcasts in the future.

Also, since 18 March the Clippers
no longer land in Bermuda . This
serves to accelerate the mail even
more by avoiding the delays associ-
ated with British censorship . These
conditions plus improvements in the
weather have aided regular and
efficient airmail.

Starting 8 May the mailbag
prepared in Chiasso for New York no
longer went to Rome . It was carried
on Swissair Flight 1087 Locarno—

Barcelona and from Barcelona to
Madrid via Trafico Aereo Espanol.
Due to the entry of Italy into the war
against the Allies, Swissair Flight
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1087 Locarno—Barcelona had to be

suspended on 11 June.
The Clippers, as of 18 June,

departed Lisbon every Monday,
Wednesday and Saturday at 8 :30
a.m. (arriving New York Municipal
Airport at noon the next day) . Begin-
ning 12 June, bags of mail for New
York were sent to Rome by rail (de-
parting Chiasso at 11 :19 a .m., arriv-
ing Rome at 10 :00 p .m.) where they
were sent to Lisbon (arriving 6 :05
p.m.) on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday via Italian Airlines . [Figure 2 .]

Figure 2. Airmail letter from Luzern to
Philadelphia . Posted 15 .6 .40, no arrival

marking. Transit: land, Chiasso-Rome ; air,

Rome-Lisbon ; air, Lisbon-New York. No
landing in Bermuda . Postage 2.10 Francs (30c +
3x60c=2.10).

Beginning 15 June, airmail to
North America and beyond could, at
the request of the sender, be routed
by rail with the surface mail via
Geneva to Lisbon through France and

Spain. In Lisbon the Portuguese
postal workers sorted the surface
mail from the airmail and delivered
the latter to the next departure of the
"Atlantic Clipper. " [Figure 3 .]

Figure 3. Airmail letter from Geneva to New

York. Posted 15 .11 .40, no arrival marking . By
request of the sender, via Geneva! Transit : land,
Geneva-Lisbon; air, Lisbon-New York ( "

Atlantic Clipper " ) . From the end of August, landing

and censorship in Bermuda . Postage 90c (30c +
60c) .

Near the end of August the
Clippers resumed Bermuda landings.
The American Government no longer
objected to the British Military

censorship . Since 1 September mail
to the USA and beyond (excluding
Canada and British areas) could be
sent with the Lufthansa Flight K22
Stuttgart—Barcelona—Madrid—Lisbon.

The transit office Basel 2 pre-
pared mailbags destined directly for
New York daily (except Saturday) by

2:30 p .m. which were sent by train to
Stuttgart. According to the plan, the
mailbags would be sent at 12 :20 p .m.
the next day from the Böblingen
airport and they would arrive three
days later at the airport Lisbon-
Cintra. [Figure 4 .]

Figure 4. Airmail letter from Bern to Califor-
nia. Posted 28 .3 .41, no arrival marking. Transit:
land, Basel-Stuttgart ; air, Stuttgart-Lisbon
(Lufthansa) ; air, Lisbon-New York ( " Atlantic
Clipper " ) . Censored in Bermuda . Postage 1 .70
Francs (30c + 2 x 70c).

During September the German
aircraft could not always carry all of
the mail destined for the Iberian
Peninsula and North America due to
overloading. They could only carry
500 kilograms of mail. The mailbags
left behind would be forwarded the
next day but this missed the depar-
ture of the Atlantic Clipper in Lisbon.
After 8 October this was no longer a
problem since Lufthansa allocated
more of the aircraft payload for mail.

During the first half of January
the regularity of the German flights
could no longer be guaranteed due to
bad weather in Spain and Portugal.
This led fo use of rail from Stuttgart
from time to time, to avoid even
longer delays . As the weather slowly
improved the airmail schedules got
back to normal.

The Rome—Lisbon route was only
used when requested in writing by
the sender. It was substantially more
expensive than the Stuttgart—Lisbon

route. The schedules (day and exact
flight time) for " Ala Littoria " (depart
Rome, arrive Lisbon) were not pub-
lished .

The US Post Office Department
in Washington notified us that,
effective 2 February, transatlantic
traffic would no longer transit the
Azores and Bermuda . The new route
would be Bolama (Portuguese Guin-
ea)—Port of Spain (Trinidad)—San
Juan (Puerto Rico)—Miami—New
York. Mail was censored by the
British in Port of Spain . Routing of
mail in the other direction did not
change and continued on a regular
basis . [Figure 5 .]

Figure 5. Airmail letter from Zürich to New
York. Posted 25 .11 41, arrival marking 23 .12 .41.

Transit : via Geneva by request of the sender;

land, Geneva-Barcelona ; air, Barcelona-Lisbon;

air, Lisbon-Port of Spain-Miami-New York.
Censored in Port of Spain. Postage 5 .70 Francs
(50c + 30c + 7 x 70c).

This letter contains a tremendous
amount of information, which needs
to be checked against real covers from
the period involved. It is important to
note that the dates in the letter do
not seem to fully correspond with
"reality, " as determined by actual

covers in the possession of collectors.
I welcome comments and questions
from those interested in this period.
Contrary to a popular myth, we still

do not "know it all " from the WW II

period. Happy hunting!
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Geneva's Oldest Post Office — Rue du Stand

	

Charles J. LaBlonde

Postal history is certainly in
vogue . . . everybody's doing it . But this
story is a little different . This is post
office history. Think of what we're
doing here as cutting across the
traditional lines of postal history in a
different direction. Our story will
touch lightly on many subjects that
are major postal history studies in
themselves . The post office, however,
will be the central focus . Enough, let's
get started!

In 1843, the rapidly growing city
of Geneva got a beautiful new post
office in the Place Bel-Air (Figure 1,
"B " ) . Today, when you change trams
at Bel-Air you can still see the build-
ing (now a Credit Lyonais bank)
dominating the area with its beauty,
despite all of the traffic and the nest
of overhead wires . Take a minute to
see the arms of Geneva carved above
the door . It was in this building that
the famous Double Geneva was sold

for postage. It quickly became too
small to serve the needs of the grow-
ing city.

The new post office was only a
stone's throw away, in the Place du
Stand, later called the Place de la
Poste (Figure 1, "S" ) . It opened for

business on December 1, 1866 in a
building rented from the Societe
Civil . At this time the post offices in
Geneva were lettered (A, B, C) and
the main post office was called 1A.
The cancels in use were obviously
carried from the old post office to the
new one, but the small 1A mark
seems to dominate after the opening
of the new post office (see Figure 2).
Several other A-cancels seem to
disappear at this time.

The new building housed all the
key departments of the Geneva post
office, including: the Director, Letter
Distribution, Letter Sending, Parcel
Arrivals and Departures, Parcel
Distribution, Postmen.

In 1865-1866, the PTT was
actively seeking cancels with move-
able date reels to save time spent
changing the type in the old style
cancelers. Thanks again to some
brilliant research by Michael Ruther-
foord, we now know that the firm
Güller of Hüttikon (Canton Zürich)
made the first experimental version
of such a cancel . The experimental
cancels are recog-
nized by their Else-
vier text . The only
Güller cancel used in
Geneva was used at
the Rue du Stand
post office, starting
in 1867 (see Figures

3 and 4). (The entire story of the
Güller cancels is still unfolding and
will appear in a later Tell . Those who
want more information immediately
are referred to the SVP Bulletin.
Some information has also appeared
in the Helvetia Newsletter .)

Over time, the building expanded
with annexations of adjoining build-
ings on the Quai de la Poste . In 1873
the Telegraph Office moved into the
building to occupy part of the first
floor and the mezzanine . In the same
year the Federal Council initiated
action to purchase the building when
the current lease expired.

About the same time, at the Rue
du Stand post office, the famous
Geneva "Bulge " postmarks made

their debut (Figure 5) . These have
been studied in depth and well
documented elsewhere . The version
with "PD" was used only a short time,
until the UPU treaty made the "PD"
marking obsolete . With "PD" re-

moved, the cancels continued in use
for many years.

During the latter part of the 19th
century, development accelerated
rapidly on the Right Bank of the
Rhone, and this area became the
financial center of the city. A grand
new post office opened on September
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5, 1893 in the Rue du Mont-Blanc, as
the main Geneva post office . The Rue
du Stand post office now became just
another branch and we find cancels
with its name for the first time
(Figure 6).

Activities of the post office were
now divided into two main parts,
postal and financial (money orders,
cash-on-delivery, etc .) . Each had its
own cancels, but those for the finan-
cial side were never the most mod-
em, lacking time reels (Figure 7).

You have already seen in these
pages the story of the deCoppet razor
blade cancels . In
Geneva, the
deCoppet experi-
mental cancels
saw service at the
main post office
and at the Rue
du Stand office
(Figure 8). This
was a sign of the
importance of the Rue du Stand office
as the deCoppet cancels were only
tested at main post offices throughout
Switzerland.

As more post offices opened in
Geneva, the PTT decided that the
branches should all be numbered and
this was done in
the opening days
of the 20th cen-
tury. Naturally,
Rue du Stand
was Branch 1,
due to its size
and importance
(Figure 9), but -
this did not last long. As bureaucra-
cies tend to do, the PTT changed the
rules and decreed that all post offices
should be numbered and that main
post offices should be number 1.

In Geneva, this meant that the
Rue du Mont-Blanc office was re-
quired to be number 1 . But what of
the Rue du Stand office? There were
already ten other branch post offices
open at the time, so it became num-
ber 11, a designation that remains
today (Figure 10).

As the volume of mail continued
to increase, automation became
important and the PTT purchased
cancel machines. The second machine
in Geneva operated at the Rue du
Stand post office (Figure 11) and it is

still there today.
In the early days of the 20th

Century the exact name of this post
office and its branch number seemed
in doubt. With little discernible
pattern, many cancels appeared with
and without the branch number. Also
the name was often shortened to
"Stand . " One can find letters with

different names in the cancel and the
registration label (Figure 12) . Even-
tually "Stand" became accepted .

As one would expect for a major
post office in a large city, Rue du
Stand always had a large number of
meter customers, right from the
earliest days of postage meters in
Switzerland . Other innovations have
been tried at this post office, for
example the stamped registration
labels, to save time for the clerks .

But the post office Geneva 11 Rue
du Stand still got tired and dirty,
leading to a major renovation in
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1991-1992. During the work, busi-
ness happened as usual about six
blocks away, at a temporary location
in the Rue des Rois (Figure 13).

On December 7, 1992 operations
resumed in the normal location
(Figure 14) . The building looks great
(see Figure 15 for before and after
views) and ready for another 127
years of faithful service. If your
travels include Geneva, don't
this very historic post office.
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